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Helping clients make progress 
Gwenda Schlundt Bodien 
 
We, humans, are remarkably resilient and self supporting. Very often we know exactly where 
we want to go and what works best for us to get there. A progressed focused coach keeps 
these kinds of thoughts at the back of his mind, when talking to his clients. He asks all sorts 
of questions which help the client to vividly visualise what he wants to achieve. He also helps 
his client to remember all the things that work for him to get there. Every now and then the 
coach suggests something that might help. He only does so after permission to do so.  
 
In this chapter I describe the NOAM-seven-step-approach, a simple progressed focused 
coaching model. I illustrate the seven step approach with dialogues between a coach and a 
client. You will also find examples of progressed focused interventions with involuntary 
clients. These may come in handy when your client doesn’t want to talk with you because 
someone else thought it would be a good idea for him to be coached. This chapter starts with 
the concept of leading from behind. That’s a key concept which defines a progressed focused 
interaction. 
 
Leading from behind 
 
Work with what comes back to you (Berg, 1994); a progressed focused coach always responds 
to what the client has just said. More specifically, he acknowledges the clients perspective by 
repeating the key words or by using short phrases which show the client he has been listening 
carefully. This is the “behind”-bit in leading from behind. However, there is also a “leading”-
bit. A progressed focused coach definitely leads the conversation in a certain direction. The 
coach asks leading questions, which help the client to clarify what progress looks like for him. 
These leading questions never put any pressure on the client. Slowly but surely the questions 
help the client to remember things that work for him. The coach stays, so to speak, one step 
behind the client. As if they are taking a walk together. The client decides where to go to next, 
the coach asks questions which help the client to make these decisions. Not only does the 
coach match the client’s perspective, he also matches the client’s emotions and speed of 
walking. The coach is not happier or more sad than the client. The coach does not abruptly 
change the topic of the conversation or the client’s line of thought. The coach also never 
overtakes the client. Instead he patiently invites the client to take small steps forward by 
focusing on what works.  
 
The NOAM-seven-step-approach 
 
Careful analysis of how successful progressed focused coaching conversations usually 
unfolded resulted in the NOAM-seven-step-approach (Schlundt Bodien, 2008, 2009, 2013; 
Visser, 2005, 2008, 2013). These seven steps are by no means a rigid structure. They also are 
not prescriptive. The seven steps merely describe the ingredients for the progressed focused 
coaching mix.  Which ingredient is added when depends on what the client is saying at that 
moment in time. The coach always responds to what the client is saying and by doing so the 
conversation could go criss cross between the seven steps. Chances are each of the seven 
steps will be addressed at some point during the conversation, but there is no law that says a 
conversation is only progressed focused when all the seven steps have been taken. 
 
The seven steps are summarised below. You will also find an example of a progressed focused 
question for each step. 
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Step 1 Asking what would be useful to the 
client to talk about 

How would you like to use our time together, so 
that this conversation is useful to you? 

Step 2 Clarifying the desire for 
improvement 

What would you like to change for the better? 

Step 3 Defining the desired progress What does better look like? 
Step 4  Determining the platform What have you achieved already? 
Step 5 Analysing progress in the past How did you achieve that? What worked well? 
Step 6 Choosing one step forward What does a small step forward look like? 
Step 7 Asking if the conversation was 

useful to the client 
Has this conversation been useful to you? If so, 
what was useful? How can you apply what was 
useful to you? If not, what could have made this 
conversation more useful to you? 

© NOAM seven step approach – Gwenda Schlundt Bodien & Coert Visser 

 
Step 1. Asking what would be useful to the client to talk about  
The conversation starts with the usefulness question (Schlundt Bodien, 2005; Visser, 2005): 
what would the client like to talk about so that the conversation is useful to him? It doesn’t 
matter if he doesn’t immediately know the answer to this question. A prompt answer is not 
the reason why the usefulness question is asked. The reason to start the conversation like this 
is threefold. Firstly, to show the client from the very beginning that he is in the lead of the 
topic of conversation. Secondly, to make it clear that the purpose of the conversation is to talk 
about something that is useful to the client. Thirdly, to acknowledge that the client is the 
expert on what is useful to him at that moment in time. If the client needs some time to think 
about his answer, it may help to give him something else to talk about for a bit. Something 
simple, like whether he wants coffee or tea or what sort of work he does. Whilst talking about 
the easy stuff, the usefulness question lingers at the back of his mind. Chances are he will 
come up with an answer after having had some time to think. It is not recommended to 
proceed with step three, before having an idea about the client’s answer to the usefulness 
question. Quite often clients go back and forth between step 1 and 2. They tell you something 
that bothers them, like a problem or a decision they feel they need to make and by talking a 
bit about that they find their answer to the usefulness question. An illustration of step 1 in a 
coaching conversation is the following:  
 
Coach Welcome. What would you like to talk about so that this conversation 

is useful to you? 
Client Yeah…eh…I was so pleased you could see me today, because I really 

could do with some help! 
Coach Is that so? Will you tell me a bit more? 
Client I started a new job two months ago…and I feel like having hit a brick 

wall! I have no clue as to what else to try to make things work in this 
new job! Two months in and I’m already exhausted! That’s why I was 
so very pleased you could see me so quickly…. 

Coach So…you started a new job two months ago and it feels like you’ve hit 
a brick wall…so you were very pleased to see me so quickly… 

Client Yes, that’s right. I have no idea what to do… 
Coach So, what would you like to talk about so that you can look back at this 

conversation as time well spent..?  
Client I could really do with a new idea…something which I feel is worth 

trying…because without an idea that might work I might as well give 
up straight away…and I don’t want that… 

Coach Oké… if this conversation brings you a new idea, something you feel 
is worth trying, you will notice this conversation has been useful to 
you..? 

Client Yes…that’s right… 
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Step 2. Clarifying the desire for improvement 
Step 2 is all about clarifying what the client wants to improve. Most clients struggle with a 
problem, a negative situation which bothers them. They want to get rid of the problem they’re 
experiencing. Some clients don’t feel they have a particular problem, but want to talk about 
how to achieve some goal. The progressed focused coach matches his language with his 
clients’. If the client says he has a problem, the coach asks what it is and how it bothers the 
client. If the client says he has a goal, the coach asks what he wants to achieve and why it is 
important to him. A common misunderstanding is that progressed focused conversations 
ignore problems and directly focus on the positive desired future. This is certainly not what 
I’d recommend. If you are not allowed to explore what bothers you, how can you define what 
better looks like? Talking about negatives and about how these negatives bother you is an 
important part of progressed focused coaching. However, the coach will often not go into the 
history of the problem nor will he try to find the problem causes. Talking about the history 
and the causes of a problem often strengthens the perception of how bad the problem is. A 
progressed focused coach asks WHAT the problem is and HOW the problem bothers the 
client (Walter & Peller, 1992). He stops asking questions about the problem when the client 
indicates he has said enough about what bothers him.  
 
To proceed illustrating this is what step 2 looks like: 
Coach Okay… if this conversation brings you a new idea, something you feel is worth 

trying, you will notice this conversation has been useful to you..? 
Client Yes…that’s right… 
Coach I see…So..you started this job two months ago and things are not working out 

the way you’d want them to….what is bothering you? 
Client What’s bothering me….where do I start…? You see, in my previous job I was a 

team leader in a commercial organisation and now I manage a team of 
professionals who help people reintegrate into the labour market. These 
professionals have no clue whatsoever when it comes to thinking and acting 
commercially. However, it is something they will have to start doing soon! I’ve 
been assigned to change them into a financially viable team. Given my 
background that should be easy for me to do…but it’s not! They said when they 
hired me they wanted me to change them….but now that I’m here, they tell me 
I don’t understand their jobs…Now they tell me everything I suggest is “not 
how it works here”… 

Coach Yeah….understandable…that’s often what you see in situations like these….how 
does this situation bother you? 

Client It takes everything out of me…I drag myself to work and come home even more 
exhausted…I also become less and less friendly at work…I just put things 
bluntly now… because you know, we’re two months down the line and nothing 
seems to change for the better…and if we don’t start improving our financial 
situation swiftly, this team will be out on the streets at the end of the year! So 
it’s hardly a luxury problem we’re facing… 

Coach No…indeed…it’s very important to improve the financial situation…in order for 
the team to keep their jobs… 

Client Exactly! Pretty stupid to be arguing as if we’re opposing parties! I try to make 
them see their ways won’t make our clients reintegrate into the labour market. 
They tell me I don’t understand the problems these clients are facing and my 
expectations aren’t realistic. It’s so frustrating! 

Coach Yeah…frustrating indeed… So it bothers you that you seem to be opposing 
parties, when it is so very important for everybody to improve financially so 
that the team can continue with their work…? 

Client Yes….VERY important….yeah…that’s what bothers me most… 
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Following this line of questioning will help the client to understand what he wants to 
improve. It’s like exploring the topic, what’s it all about? As soon as the client understands his 
desire for progress, the coach switches to talking about the desired future.  
 
Step 3. Defining the desired future 
Since the client has just been able to tell the coach what needs to change, he will now be ready 
to answer questions about what he wants to achieve. What does better look like? What does 
he want instead of the problem? Answering the desired-progress-question (Schlundt Bodien, 
2014; Visser, 2008) helps the client to give a detailed and vivid description of progress in the 
future. As soon as a client starts describing his own positive behaviour in this desired future, 
something changes. Describing your own positive behaviour goes hand in hand with actually 
behaving that way. How that works? When we have a vivid picture of our own positive 
behaviour, we feel like we can actually behave that way. It feels like we’re already doing it. 
The desired future feels within our reach and as a result we are more willing to do something 
to achieve it.  
 
However, clients don’t always give answers in terms of their own positive behaviours. When 
asked what they want to achieve, they sometimes tell you what they don’t want anymore. 
Their answers start with describing the negatives they want to get rid of. They then proceed 
to tell you which means they need to get rid of the negatives. This usually involves someone 
else doing something different. These answers are good starting points for exploring the 
positive behaviour of the client in the desired future. The coach keeps on asking questions 
until the client answers in terms of his own positive behaviour: positive behaviour 
descriptions. To illustrate: 
 
Coach Yeah…frustrating indeed… So it bothers you that you seem to be 

opposing parties, when it is so very important for everybody to 
improve financially so that the team can continue with their work…? 

Client Yes….VERY important….yeah…that’s what bothers me most… 
Coach I can see how that bothers you… how would you like the situation to 

be? 
Client I want an end to these continual arguments…this ferocious 

atmosphere in our meetings… It takes all the energy out of me! 
Coach End these continual arguments….what would you like instead of the 

arguments and ferocious atmosphere in the meetings? 
Client Peace and quiet! I want to feel peaceful again and enjoy my work… 
Coach Yeah…of course….peaceful and enjoy your work….what could you do 

different if you felt peaceful and enjoyed your work..? 
Client Ah…if my colleagues would show me they understood the importance 

of financial viability and they would appreciate my commercial 
guidance, things would improve no end! 

Coach Indeed? Suppose your colleagues would show you they understood 
the importance of finances and appreciate your commercial 
guidance…what could you do different towards them then…?  

Client Eh… I eh…would feel such relief! 
Coach Sure! I understand that! How would your colleagues notice that you’d 

be relieved? 
Client I think they would notice I was much friendlier to them…and that I 

would appreciate their craftsmanship…their knowledge and 
understanding of our target group is impressive as is their patience 
with their clients… they are very committed to doing what’s best for 
their clients…I’m really impressed with that…If only they would also 
understand the importance of our financial viability… 

Coach Impressive…so if they would show you they understood the 
importance of financial viability and they would appreciate your 
commercial guidance, then you could be much friendlier to them and 
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show them you really appreciate their craftsmanship, commitment 
and patience with their clients..? 

Client Yes…yes… 
Coach What would be the benefit of that? 
Client That we’d be joining our forces…that we’d be working on the same 

goals…which is so badly what we need to do. Because only then will 
we survive this year…we really need each other to succeed.  But now 
all we do is act as if we are opposing parties. I get more and more 
blunt about how I feel about their lack of financial common sense 
and they get more and more resistant to my ideas and tell me I don’t 
understand their clients… 

 
As you could see, the desired future involved someone else doing something different. This is 
a logical perspective when you are experiencing a problem. You probably wouldn’t have the 
problem if someone else would behave differently. The progressed focused coach perceives 
this sort of answer as valid and as a good starting point for further exploring. It doesn’t 
matter where the positive change starts; it’s the description of this better future that the 
coach is after. So he responds by acknowledging the benefits of the other person behaving 
differently and then asks what the client could do different if that other person were to 
behave better. The coach doesn’t ask the client what he could do to make the other person 
behave better, but asks what the client could do if the other person would behave better. 
These are two very different questions. The first question is a hard one to answer. It asks 
what the client can do to solve his problem. If the client knew what he could do to make the 
other person behave the way he wanted him to behave, he probably would not need help from 
the coach. He would have done it already. Asking what the client can do to make the other 
person behave differently will often lead to feelings of powerlessness and frustration. The 
client will easily turn to the coach and ask for advice. But advice in this stage of the 
conversation is not very helpful. The coach has no idea what the client has tried already and 
what works in this specific situation, so his advice is likely to be off beam. To imagine that the 
behaviour of the difficult person has already changed for the better and then explore what the 
client could do different, is a very different line of conversation.  
 
So, instead of asking what the client can do to achieve the desired future, the coach asks a few 
other questions first. These are questions which lead the client to explore the progress that’s 
already achieved in the past and present. 
 
Step 4. Determining the platform  
Before they come to a coach, clients have often tried to solve their problems themselves. They 
already have a pretty good idea about what works and what doesn’t. That’s interesting, 
because exploring what the client already knows about what works may help to determine the 
best way forward. Therefore the coach asks questions about the current situation. More 
specifically, about what works in the current situation. What has the client achieved already? 
How did the client achieve that? What is the benefit of what he has achieved already? The 
achieved-progress-question (Schlundt Bodien, 2008, 2014;Visser, 2008, 2013) helps to 
determine the platform: this is where the client is currently at. This question often sways 
their perspective. Instead of thinking about everything that stops them solving their problem, 
they start to see everything they already know that helps. They get a more realistic 
perspective on their situation. Of course it’s difficult, but there are also things that go well 
and they might want to keep doing. They look a bit more optimistic at their situation and 
start believing a little more in the possibility of progress. Clients also often say they get the 
feeling their problem is less bad than they thought and that they have already achieved more 
than they thought.  
 
However, there are no guarantees that the client will start to feel a bit more optimistic. 
Sometimes clients can’t think of anything. This is rather unusual, because when someone has 
vividly described what he wants to achieve including his own positive behaviour in the 
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desired future, he uses his memory to find examples of situations in which this desired future 
already happened. Chances are that the client will be able to come up with an example in 
which the desired future already happened in the past. If not, the coping question may be 
helpful.  
 
The coping question (e.g. Berg, 1994) basically asks how someone keeps going in very 
difficult circumstances. This question is only appropriate when the client perceives his 
situation to be extremely difficult and feels powerless to make progress. The coach first 
acknowledges this perspective of things being at their worst right now. For example by 
saying:”I can understand how hard things are right now….how do you manage to go on in 
these circumstances?” or “What helps you to hang in there?” The answer to this question 
probably is a reason for the client to not give up. The client says for example:”I refuse to give 
in! I want to be a good example to my kids!” Such a response reminds the client why it is 
important to him to make progress and why he wants to act to make things better. Asking the 
coping question when the client does not perceive his situation to be hopeless may backfire. 
The client might lose all hope, because if the coach perceives his situation as unbearable, it 
must be even worse than he thought himself.  
 
Here’s how the conversation regarding the platform unfolds: 
 
Coach What would be the benefit of that? 
Client That we’d be joining our forces…that we’d be working on the same 

goals…which is so badly what we need to do. Because only then will 
we survive this year…we really need each other to succeed.  But now 
all we do is act as if we are opposing parties. I get more and more 
blunt about how I feel about their lack of financial common sense 
and they get more and more resistant to my ideas and tell me I don’t 
understand their clients… 

Coach That sounds good….working together to achieve the same 
goal….joining forces… on a scale of 0-10, where 10 is the how you 
would like things to be and 0 is the situation in which nothing had 
been achieved yet…where are you now?  

Client Eh… 4 I guess… 
Coach 4. What’s already in that number? 
Client The team has conducted the job interviews themselves, they have 

unanimously chosen me. So they really want to work with me. And I 
also felt I really wanted to work with them. We clearly like each 
other. So that’s already in the 4.  

Coach Ah, good…You really want to work together and clearly like each 
other…How did you manage to get to 4? 

Client Well, I do feel we respect each other…I have accompanied them 
several times when they visited clients and I feel that they 
appreciated that. We also have agreed on our targets for this year and 
together we have presented these to the board of directors. That 
clearly gave us a feeling of joint responsibility and shared goals. But 
afterwards everything fell apart….we started arguing about how to 
achieve the targets… 

Coach Okay… Respect, accompanied them to visit clients, agreed on targets 
and presented these together which made you feel jointly responsible 
for shared goals….sounds good…How did you manage to do that 
together? 

Client Well…eh…we had organised a brainstorm session…it was early 
days….we explored all kinds of different angles….which methods 
work well to help clients reintegrate into the labour market, what 
each method would cost…how to use our internal and external 
network…  
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Coach Sounds interesting…What worked well then? 
Client Eh…I think what worked well was to share our common goals…to 

allow all possible angles….and of course we were enthusiastic back 
then, we weren’t annoyed with each other when we just started 
working together…I’d only been there for a week…full of optimism 

Coach Yeah….exploring all possible angles with enthusiasm and optimism 
in a good atmosphere…what else worked to get to 4? 

Client I told them yesterday I was going to see you. They responded much 
better than I expected. They said they liked my honesty about my 
struggles and they felt I really wanted to succeed. They repeated they 
were happy I was the one to do the job with them. That was quite a 
relief...I must admit! 

Coach Indeed! So you were honest about this appointment today and they 
repeated their happiness re working with you…and they appreciate 
your efforts to succeed. 

Client Yeah…that’s quite a lot already, don’t you think. 
Coach Indeed! 
 
The client gets more and more optimistic that the desired future is feasible. He realises 
everything that’s already been achieved and what worked to achieve that. Something funny 
happens when people start thinking about positive things. We have a tendency to remember 
more and more examples of what we are thinking about. So if we think of one thing that went 
well, we remember more and more examples of what went well (unfortunately the opposite is 
also true).   
 
As far as the scaling question (deShazer,1987; Visser, 2005; Schlundt Bodien, 2005) is 
concerned, it doesn’t really matter what score the client comes up with. Whatever score he 
gives, it is a good starting point to ask what’s already in that number and what he has done to 
get there. Whatever the client feels about the score, that’s the perspective the coach 
acknowledges. So if the client feels a 4 is low, it is low. When the client feels a 4 is quite good, 
it is quite good.  
 
In a progressed focused conversation emotions are taken seriously, without the coach 
addressing them directly. So if the client says something about how he feels, the coach 
acknowledges this feeling. Feelings are important indicators of the effectiveness of behaviour. 
If a client feels lousy, he probably is doing things that are not good for him. If the client feels 
happy, he probably is doing things that are effective. The coach will ask questions which 
invite the client to answer in terms of his own positive behaviour. That’s where progress 
starts.  
 
Now that the client knows what is achieved already, the coach proceeds with the analysis of 
previous successes.  
 
Step 5. Analysing previous success  
Problems are never always as bad. Situations are never always the same. Life always 
fluctuates. Sometimes problems are worse. Sometimes situations are better. Sometimes a 
problem does not bother us as much as at other times. Progressed focused coaches are 
interested in positive fluctuations. When were things a bit better? When were things a bit less 
bad? A previous success is a situation in which the desired future already happened. A 
positive exception (Visser, 2005; Schlundt Bodien, 2005) to a problem is a situation in which 
the problem normally would have happened, but didn’t.  
 
Step five focuses on how these situations occurred. That’s how clients start understanding 
what works for them to achieve what they want to. As soon as the client comes up with an 
example, the coach gets really curious. He starts asking detailed questions about this 
successful situation. What did the client do that worked? Step 5 often helps clients to come 
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up with ideas. These ideas derive from their own successful experiences, which is pretty 
convincing that a) the client is capable of doing it again and b) it actually is something that 
works for the client.  
 
What does the dialogue look like? 
 
Client Yeah…that’s quite a lot already, don’t you think 
Coach Indeed! 
Coach Have there been more of those sorts of moments, where you noticed 

you were working on the same goals? Moments where you 
understood each other’s angels and used those to make progress?  

Client Eh… not that I know…no…not really… 
Coach Not really…. 
Client No…you know…things often go pear-shaped in our meetings…You 

know, they elaborate on why this client can’t come to our office and 
we have to keep on going to his home…because he has a fear of open 
spaces…Then I pontificate that the cost involved are huge AND it 
won’t help the client to reintegrate in the labour market if he can’t be 
bothered to come to our office! 

Coach Yeah…I see…these sorts of discussions happen often in the 
meetings….so….has there been a meeting lately which was a bit less 
bad?  

Client Eh…well…last week we had a nice time…a colleague had brought 
some cake, because it was her birthday…we had a good laugh 
together…however, that doesn’t help us make money… 

Coach Yeah…a good laugh…but what you want is to work together on 
achieving common goals and to use each other’s angels…has that 
happened lately? 

Client Well…maybe! It was not during a meeting though… 
Coach Ah…what happened? 
Client Last Monday a colleague and I were supposed to meet a unit 

manager at 11 am. When we turned up, he was nowhere to be seen. 
Hs secretary told us he was running late and we could wait in his 
office. So we waited…. 25 minutes later he showed up! Steam came 
out of my ears by that time! Next thing that happened is that my 
colleague asks him about his holidays! They start chatting about that 
for at least 5 minutes! Unbelievable! No wonder they’re having 
financial issues here! I just didn’t know what to say…What a mess, I 
thought to myself.. 

Coach Oh dear….so you kept quiet because you didn’t know what to say…? 
Client That’s right! But what happened next was quite surprising… 
Coach What’s that…? 
Client Well…my colleague smoothly directed the conversation towards our 

services…what we stood for…what we could offer him…what it would 
cost him…Amazing! 

Coach I can imagine! What happened next…? 
Client She told him about our targets; how we were going achieve 

those…how we could help this him…what we needed from him…it 
was great! 

Coach Great! 
Client Definitely! I thought to myself:”She DOES understand it after all!”  
Coach That’s wonderful! She does understand it after all! So what could you 

do in that conversation..? 
Client All I needed to do was support her every now and again…I have also 

told him about our professional team and how we will deal with his 
referrals….  
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Coach Sounds good! 
Client Sure does! 
Coach What was the benefit of all that? 
Client The unit manager made a referral the following day! That’s good, 

because that was the third referral that week…so people are getting to 
know us and we’re beginning to get good write-ups. 

Coach  That’s very good. 
Client Yeah…I’d almost forgotten about that…because the next day we had 

another one of those draining meetings…made me go bananas… 
Coach Yeah…that’s understandable… 
 
It’s understandable, and not a problem, if at first the client can’t think of a good example 
when things were better. It’s a difficult question, so it may take some time to dig into the 
memories of a better past. The assumption is there are always examples of previous successes 
or exceptions to the problem. When we start remembering when things were a bit better, 
more and more examples will spring to mind. The coach helps the client by being patient and 
making his question a little smaller: have there been meetings in which things were a bit less 
bad? Sometimes clients come up with examples which they themselves don’t find very 
relevant. Like this client, who tells about how the team had a good laugh and had some cake, 
but how this doesn’t help their financial situation. If the client comes up with a previous 
success which is not relevant to the desired future, the coach helps him focus on examples 
which are relevant. Relevant examples are previous successes or exceptions to problems 
which are similar to the desired future. When the client can think of a relevant example, the 
coach is very interested in knowing what the client did that worked. What was his positive 
behaviour?  
 
When one relevant example has been found, it’s likely the client can think of more good 
examples. That’s why the coach is hopeful when he repeats this question several times:”Have 
there been more situations in which things were (a bit) better?”  
 
When to stop asking for more examples? Research (Schwarz et al., 1991) indicates it is a good 
idea to stop asking for more examples as soon as the examples that spring to mind slow 
down. More is not always better. How does that work? As long as coming up with examples is 
relatively easy, it is beneficial to talk about these examples. However, if the examples are 
really difficult to find, asking for more may backfire. People, who are asked to come up with 
12 examples of their own assertive behaviour, rate their own assertiveness more negative 
than people who have been asked to come up with 6 examples. The reason is that people find 
it relatively easy to come up with the first few examples. But after awhile their fluency 
decreases. As a result they think:”If I have to put so much effort into finding examples, I must 
not be very assertive after all”.  
 
Asking for examples works really well when the client can take his time to remember them, 
when he finds relevant examples and when the coach stops asking for more examples when 
the fluency decreases.   
 
At this point in the conversation the client has described his own positive behaviour in the 
past, the present and the future. Chances are he has some ideas regarding what works for him 
to take the next step.  
 
Step 6. Choosing one step forward 
Step 6 focuses on a small step forward in the direction of the desired future. The coach helps 
the client cross a bridge. On one side of the bridge there's the successful past. On the other 
side the successful future. It’s a bridge of progress. This bridge is paved with ideas. Ideas the 
client thought of during the conversation. Most people can’t read someone’s mind and can’t 
tell what someone is thinking. That’s why it’s important to ask the client open questions 
which help the client define his next step forward. If the question is too narrow, it will stop 
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creativity. So it is better not to ask:”What in this example of the better past can you use again 
in the future?”  
 
What does the dialogue look like? 
 
Client Yeah…I’d almost forgotten about that…because the next day we had 

another one of those draining meetings…made me go bananas… 
Coach Yeah…that’s understandable… 
Client Yes… 
Coach Is it useful to you to talk about it like this? 
Client Yeah, sure! 
Coach What’s useful to you? 
Client A lot, actually….I realise my team members are much better 

ambassadors then I give them credit for. There are so many times I 
could have picked up on this… Should have… But I’m so tense and 
stressed that I just overlooked everything they’re already doing… I’ve 
started to pressurise them… and they’ve started pushing back…but what 
we want is to work together on the same goals.. 

Coach They’re much better ambassadors….working on the same goals…How is 
this useful to you? 

Client I’m going to stop pressurising them! 
Coach Interesting! How will they notice you’ve stopped pressurising them? 
Client By not interrupting all the time when they want to explain something to 

me…by listening and asking questions to better understand their point 
of view…by letting them know how much I appreciate their knowledge 
and craftsmanship…By giving them a chance to say something instead 
of monopolising the meetings… 

Coach Sounds good…Listening, asking questions, appreciating…giving them a 
chance to say things… 

Client Yeah…like that brain storm meeting and the meeting with the unit 
manager…I asked questions and gave them the floor… 

Coach Ah… which questions..? 
Client Eh… questions about what they want to achieve with a particular 

client…how they think we can achieve those goals within our 
budget…that sort of questions. 

Coach Good… 
Client Yes! Sure! Why didn’t I think of this before! I was just stuck…Like a 

broken record… 
Coach Yeah…that happens sometimes, doesn’t it…? 
 
The client has a clear idea about what he wants to do next. This is the last part of the 
conversation.  
 
Step 7. Asking if the conversation was useful to the client  
Step 6 and 7 sometimes merge. When the client knows what he wants to do next, step 7 
focusses on a client-led finish of the conversation. If the client has no idea how to proceed 
yet, this step involves a bit more than that. In that case the coach can suggest to the client 
that instead of trying something different, he can start observing when things are a bit better. 
This intervention is called the observation suggestion (Kim Berg, 1994). When the client 
starts focussing on previous successes and positive exceptions, he will start to observe how 
his situation fluctuates.  Focussing in when things are better helps to notice progress and it 
also helps to (subconsciously) create progress. Inviting the client to observe when things are a 
bit better subtly creates a positive expectation that things indeed will get a bit better.  
 
If the client did come up with an idea for the next step forward, this is what the conversation 
looks like: 
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Client Yes! Sure! Why didn’t I think of this before! I was just stuck…Like a 

broken record… 
Coach Yeah…that happens sometimes, doesn’t it…? 
Client Absolutely. 
Coach Where are we as far as you’re concerned? 
Client I think we’re done…this afternoon we’re in a team meeting again and 

I’ll do it straight away. 
Coach Sounds good! How would you like to go about a possible next 

coaching session? 
Client May I just call you when I want another chat? 
Coach Sure, absolutely. You just call if you might feel the need for a chat. 
 
What if the client indicates he didn’t find the session very useful? In that case something 
probably went wrong earlier in the conversation. Maybe the conversation focussed on 
something that wasn’t very relevant to the client. If the coach was really leading from behind, 
he would have noticed when the client started to be less interested and would have asked the 
usefulness question at that point. Whatever the answer is, if you take it seriously you’re 
always able to make the conversation useful again, even if the client wants to change the topic 
of the conversation entirely. However, if you get the answer “no” to the usefulness question at 
the end of the conversation, you can still learn from it. A good follow-up question is:”What 
could have made this conversation more useful to you?”  
 
Every conversation may be the last. That’s why the coach doesn’t assume there will be a next 
session. Instead he asks how the client wants to proceed.  
 
This dialogue is a real life case in which all seven steps were taken. The perspective of the 
client goes back and forth between what works and what doesn’t. It sways from problem 
focused to progress focused and back, as summarised below.  
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Suppose the client calls and wants to make the next appointment, which question do you 
think the progressed focussed coach will bear in mind? 
 
The next session 
 
It’s the “what’s better-question” (De Jong, Berg, 2008) . This question focuses on the 
progress that’s been made between the sessions. Being aware of the progress one has 
achieved can be very motivational (Amabile, 2011) and that’s the reason why asking this 
question in the following session may be beneficial to the client. But how about the principle 
of a client-led conversation? When the coach asks what’s better, this implies he wants to talk 
about the things that were important to the client in the previous session. How is the coach to 
know this for sure? Lots of things may have happened in the life of the client and maybe the 
client made this next appointment for an entirely different reason. It seems that two 
progressed focussed principles are contradicting each other here. There is the principle that 
the client decides what he wants to talk about (leading from behind/client-led) and there’s 
the progress principle (which tells us that focussing on meaningful progress is very 
motivational and gives interesting ideas for further progress). Here are a few thoughts on 
how to take both principles seriously and merge them in the conversation:  
 
Consideration 1. One option is to first ask the usefulness question (what would you like to 
talk about so that this conversation is useful to you?) and if the topic is the same as the 
previous session then proceed with the what-is-better-question. This sequence makes sense 
to a client and it helps to focus both on what’s relevant to the client and on the progress the 
client has achieved regarding this topic.  
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Consideration 2. If the client wants to talk about something completely different than the last 
time, it makes no sense to ask “what is better” with regard to what we spoke about in the 
previous session. The coach can still try to ask the what-is-better-question, if he has the 
client’s permission to do so. ‘Oké, so today we are going to talk about topic A…before we 
start…is it ok with you if we first focus on what’s been better lately?’ It’s up to the client to 
choose.  
 
Consideration 3. Sometimes clients start talking about the topic that’s important to them 
straight away. The coach asks the usefulness question and the client starts explaining what’s 
bothering him. Now it’s even less logical to ask the what’s-better-question, because that 
would interrupt the clients line of thinking abruptly. Then it’s best to first talk about this new 
topic and follow the seven steps. If at some point the topic of the previous conversation pops 
up, it is appropriate to ask the what-is-better-question. In this situation the what’s-better-
question is asked at a point in the conversation where it makes sense to the client because he 
is talking about the same topic as he did in the previous session. 
 
Consideration 4. However, if the entire conversation revolves around a completely different 
topic, it is best not to ask the what-is-better-question with regard to the previous 
conversation. In that case the what’s-better-question can still be a good question, but then it 
focusses on what is better lately with regard to this new topic the client wants to talk about.  
 
Just like the seven steps are a tool which can help coaches to know what is happening in a 
conversation, the flow diagram is another tool. When is a good time to take the next step in 
the conversation? How do you know the client has said enough about something? The flow 
diagram (Visser & Schlundt Bodien, 2011) may give the answer. 
 
 
The flow diagram 
 
How do you know if a client is ready to move from one step to the next? The answer is that 
the client will let you know via his responses. Suppose the coach has summarised the client’s 
perspective, using his key words and the client responds like this:”Yes, that’s right”. This is a 
clear indication to the coach that he may try to proceed asking the next question. However, if 
the client says:”Yeah…and also….blablabla”, then the coach knows the client hasn’t said 
enough yet and it’s better to listen and acknowledge what he’s currently saying.  
 
What if a client seems to be resistant? If he doesn’t seem to like the questions or doesn’t seem 
to want to answer them? Is this a good sign? Does it imply the coach has found something to 
dig into a bit more? No. A progressed focused coach will take this as an indication he is not 
on the right track and should try something different. If a client shows resistance, this implies 
the coach is doing something that doesn’t connect with the client. If the coach listens 
carefully and joins the client again, the resistance will disappear and both of them will work 
together again on what’s relevant to the client. This doesn’t imply that progressed focussed 
coaches should always ask the right questions at the right time and should always summarise 
the client’s perspective perfectly. That’s probably undoable for any human being. More 
important than always doing the right thing at the right time is to allow the client to correct 
your mistakes. If a client shows resistance, you’re doing something wrong. If the client 
corrects your summary, you have not summarised his perspective well enough. If the client 
says “no”, it means he wants you to do something different. Progressed focussed coaches 
perceive these corrections as helpful, because they allow them to pursue a better course of 
conversation.  The following flow diagram (Visser & Schlundt Bodien, 2012) shows which 
sort of interaction is appropriate at which point in a progressed focussed conversation.  
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Involuntary clients 
The flow diagram is a schematic representation of the interaction between the coach and the 
client. Does the client know his answer to the usefulness question yet? If not, the coach first 
focuses on clarifying the reason for the conversation and doesn’t proceed to the next step 
before the client has a clearer idea what would be useful to talk about. Sometimes clients get 
send to a coach by someone else. Their manager thinks they should change something and 
has decided coaching is a good idea, but the client himself is not so sure about it. Involuntary 
clients initially have no answer to the usefulness question, because they don’t find the idea of 
coaching very useful in the first place. What does the progressed focused coach do? 
  
Coach Welcome. What would you like to talk about today so that this 

conversation is useful to you? 
Client Well, I really wasn’t looking forward to this conversation to be honest with 

you…all week long I’ve been thinking: Friday I will have to talk to this 
coach…what on earth am I going to talk about…I really don’t want to stir 
things up again… Things were just about to be a bit better at work…my 
manager has been moaning about coaching for such a long time that I just 
made this appointment so he would stop going on about it… 

Coach I see…so your manager has been saying for a long time you should find a 
coach and because you wanted him to stop going on about it you’ve made 
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this appointment? 
Client Yeah….if I hadn’t he would have gone on and on and on…when I said to 

him I’d made this appointment he stopped pushing… 
Coach He stopped pushing…..what’s his idea you should use this coaching for? 
Client He says I am unapproachable. He says he never really knows how I feel 

about things. And that my answers are curt. I don’t join in conversations 
with my colleagues.  

Coach Ah…I understand…and when you said to him you’d made this appointment 
he stopped pushing and things are a bit better at work? 

Client Yeah…he stopped pushing…and things are a bit better. 
Coach I understand….so you really weren’t looking forward to this meeting with 

me, but if you hadn’t made this appointment he would have kept on 
pushing and you really didn’t want that….and now that you’ve made the 
appointment he’s stopped pushing….and things are a bit better….How was 
that helpful to you, that he stopped pushing and things are a bit better? 

Client Yeah, the atmosphere at work is a bit less tense. When we have a meeting 
we actually talk with each other now. Before I made this appointment he 
would say something, I would say “ok” and would leave again…but this 
week we actually exchanged ideas and information. 

Coach Ah, so since you’ve told him about our appointment the two of you are 
exchanging information and ideas again and the atmosphere is better 
between you two…how does that benefit you? 

Client I feel much better now…I was so tense at work…I hardly slept and sat there 
trembling behind my desk…I think I was on the verge of a burnout. 

Coach And now you feel much better…that’s good. 
Client Yes, it is! Things were not heading in the right direction for me... 
Coach And now that you feel much better…what do you do different now? 
Client I sleep better, I don’t tremble, and I am able to concentrate on what I’m 

doing…I join meetings again… 
Coach Sounds good…what do you do differently towards your manager now that 

you feel better? 
Client I’ve accepted he will never be a good manager. 
Coach You’ve accepted that…what are you able to do differently now that you’ve 

accepted that? 
Client I no longer criticise him in my mind…. I was constantly criticising him off 

before…I don’t do that anymore… I just ask him what I don’t understand 
and I don’t judge him constantly… 

Coach Ah…sounds good…and how does he respond differently to you? 
Client I think he’s relieved. He also asks me things now and sometimes he even 

explains why certain decisions have been made…that’s quite something! 
Coach Ok…that’s good….what’s better for you because of that? 
Client Eh….you know…we have to be able to explain as a team why we prioritise 

certain products…and now that he and I exchange ideas again we’re more 
able to explain this to the rest of the organisation… 

Coach That sounds like quite an important improvement… 
Client Yeah…yeah…absolutely 
Coach Ok….so you came here today because your manager was very persistent 

and you wanted him to stop pressurising you…? 
Client Yeah 
Coach So how would you like to use our time together so that this meeting wasn’t 

a waste of your time? 
Client I…eh…I don’t want to sink again… 
Coach Not sink again? 
Client Yeah….I was in a bad place…I almost had a burnout…I really don’t want to 

go there again… 
Coach No, I can imagine! So if we talk about not sinking again this conversation 
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might be useful to you? 
Client Yeah…I think so…yeah, I’d like to talk about that, is that ok? 
 
The coach explores the clients perspective and acknowledges this perspective full heartedly. 
When the client says he really didn’t want to go, the coach takes that seriously and then 
wonders why the client has decided to make the appointment anyway. It’s like solving a 
puzzle. Here’s someone who explains to you why he doesn’t want to be there. Why is that a 
puzzle? Because, the client explains why he didn’t want coaching, but he hasn’t explained why 
all-in-all it was better for him to go to the coaching. The coach already knows that the reasons 
to go weighed stronger than the reason to cancel; otherwise the client would have cancelled. 
So, what made the client decide to come after all? Most probably the reason to proceed is to 
avoid a negative. If the client would have cancelled, his manager would have kept on pushing. 
That’s not what the client wants. By exploring the logic which made the client decide to 
proceed and then accepting this logic as a valid reason, the client starts opening up. There is 
always a positive reason behind the negative utterance. Exploring the positive reason why the 
client has decided to do what he is doing, helps the coach to understand what the client is 
after. It’s like building a platform for asking the usefulness question. When the client starts 
answering the usefulness question, this is the start of the seven-steps-approach.  
 
Giving advice 
 
The coach and the client are in a process of finding out what works for the client. The ideas 
that are most useful to the client are the ones he comes up with himself. These are the ideas 
that perfectly fit his own situation, he has experience with them because otherwise he 
wouldn’t have thought of them, and he is highly motivated to try these ideas since he thought 
of them himself. Based on his own experiences. Even though a progressed focussed coach will 
focus as much as possible on this so called internal solution, that doesn’t mean to say the 
coach will shy away from giving advice all together. If the coach really believes his idea might 
benefit the client, he will ask permission to share his idea:”There is something I think might 
also work for you….would you like to hear it?” The client is still in the lead here. He can 
decide he has enough ideas and doesn’t want to hear the idea of the coach. Or he can decide 
he’s interested to hear more. In that case the coach says something like this:”The idea that 
popped up was regarding this book. It fits very well with what you say you want to learn…. 
Might it be interesting to you? It’s up to you…?”  
 
So, even though the coach suggest something, offers an external solution, this idea is in line 
with what the client wants to achieve and with what works for the client. The client decides if 
this idea is useful. When offering advice, it’s also important to limit the number of tips to one 
of just a few. As soon as the numbers of tips get overwhelming, the client will conclude he’s 
not able to make progress by himself and he needs an expert to tell him what to do.  
 
There are four progressed focussed roles: helping, directing, training and instructing. Below 
you find the 4PFC-model, which summarises these four progressed focused competencies. 
The progressed focussed coach helps the client define his own goals (internal goals) and find 
out what works for him (internal solutions). Sometimes the coach steps into the role of 
trainer: internal goals, external solutions.  
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People who want to learn how to use the progressed focussed approach tell me that reading 
dialogues is very useful to them. Especially when the dialogue is not read in its entirety, but 
as follows: take a piece of paper and cover up the dialogue below. Read the first thing the 
client says and predict how the progressed focussed coach responds. Then, lower your piece 
of paper and read what the coach says and how the client responds. Predict how the coach 
responds next etcetera.  
 
Progressed focussed dialogue  
 
The client has made an appointment with a coach, but before the coach has a chance to ask 
the usefulness question, the client says the following:  
 
Client Yes…so…I need to tell you…I called you to make this appointment…but I’ve 

been pondering about what I need help with…and I couldn’t think of 
anything…So then I thought…why is that? And then I found the answer: I 
am an involuntary client! 

Coach Ah, oké, an involuntary client… Would you tell me a bit more about that? 
Client Well, my manager has mentioned twice over the last few months that I 

could ask for your support… About three months ago, when I was stressed 
out because things were so very busy…and I had a headache most 
days…But then things slowed down, so I didn’t need coaching 
anymore…but recently I had my appraisal interview and my manager said 
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he had looked at my diary and it had struck him it all looked inefficient to 
him. The way that I have organised my meetings and work. And then he 
said:”Have you made an appointment with the coach?” So…eh…I thought, 
ok then, I will. So, I am basically an involuntary client. 

Coach I see…so first you were going to make an appointment when things were 
very busy at work…but then things slowed down and it wasn’t necessary 
anymore. But recently in your appraisal interview your boss mentioned it 
again, because he perceives your planning as inefficient. And because this 
was the second time he mentioned coaching you thought to yourself, ok I’ll 
make an appointment….But then you were pondering what you need help 
with and you couldn’t think of anything…Yeah…I can see why it was hard to 
think of something….So…what made you decide to go ahead with our 
meeting? 

Client Ah you know…when your manager mentions twice you can use a coach it’s 
not very good to refuse….it’s not like I don’t want to improve myself…and I 
could do with working more efficiently…sure…But the way in which I got 
told I needed coaching wasn’t so nice… 

Coach Yeah…I understand….so what do you think your manager should see you 
do different, which would tell him coaching is no longer needed? 

Client Good one….eh….what would he have to see me do differently….eh…two 
things I guess. One is that I set my boundaries a bit clearer. Because I only 
have 24 hours to do the work, so I really have to see no sometimes…Two is 
that I improve my planning and organisation skills, have a better overview 
And that’s something I also want, really…I sure can improve in that area. 

Coach Saying no sometimes, setting clear boundaries, improving your planning 
and organisation, having a better overview…What would be the benefit of 
improving these things? 

Client My work would be…I would have more control over things…I wouldn’t be 
surprised by things…Saying no is difficult in my job, because I’m supposed 
to help people…But I’ll have to start learning how to do it, otherwise I’m 
doing things only half…If I’d work more efficiently and keep better track of 
my appointments, I would have a better overview and get more work 
done… 

Coach Sounds good….so…would any of these topics be useful to you to talk about 
today? 

Client I’m not sure….But…there’s another topic that springs to mind now… 
Coach Not sure, I understand that…so, what are your thinking about? 
Client My manager! His behaviour in our meetings with other parties is terrible 

for me…he often uses confidential information in those meetings…which is 
very embarrassing for me. 

Coach Embarrassing….How does that bother you? 
Client It really disrupts what I’m trying to do in a meeting! I was in a meeting with 

two doctors and my manager…and I had told my manager I was having 
some problems collaborating with these doctors…So I’ve got this plan of 
what it is I want to achieve in my next meeting with them…and I’m really 
working hard to achieve that goal…and I’m well on my way to get where I 
want to be…and then out of the blue my manager says things like:”You told 
me you weren’t very happy with your collaboration with them, would you 
like to talk about that now?” My goodness! That’s so undermining! 

Coach Ah yeah…you want to achieve your goals in that meeting….what would you 
like him to do different in a meeting like that? 

Client I want him to give me the space to achieve my goals my own way. I want 
him to shut up about confidential stuff! But even if we’ve agreed 
beforehand that we will not give certain information to the parties we’re 
having the meeting with, I still can’t count on his discretion. I know he’s 
only trying to help me. He really doesn’t want to make things difficult for 
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me. So…maybe I’m asking too much…I expect him to listen to my problems 
and then understand when he can say something and when not…So maybe 
I am just unrealistic about wanting him to behave exactly like I want him to 
behave when I want him to… 

Coach Right…so you’d like him to give you the space to achieve your goals in 
meetings with other parties…and to keep confidential information to 
himself….what would you be able to do differently in these meetings if he 
acted this way? 

Client Not walk out on him… I undermine him sometimes, because I just bluntly 
point out what is wrong in what he’s saying…. And then I just proceed with 
my own agenda…and that works, in the way that I do get what I want out of 
a meeting…but it’s not the way I want it.  

Coach Right…so you’d like him to give you the space to achieve your goals your 
way, and if he did that you would not walk out on him in those 
meetings..but instead….? 

Client Support him! Take the same line together! 
Coach Support him and take the same line together. 
Client Yeah… 
Coach Have there been meetings lately that were a bit like that? 
Client Yeah sure…when we agreed on how to handle something…but what I really 

want is for him to give me more space and not use confidential 
information… 

Coach Yes…and has that happened lately? That you noticed in a meeting that he 
gave you space and didn’t use confidential information..? 

Client Yeah…I also got space last week in a meeting with a group of external 
parties….He said some things that were plain nonsense…this group of 
external parties corrected him…and I could proceed with what I was 
doing… 

Coach Oké… so if you agree on how to handle something it works and when 
someone else corrects him you get more space…have there been any other 
meetings where he gave you space to achieve your goals..? 

Client Yeah…would you like some more coffee? 
Coach Yes please. 
Client Here you go… 
Coach Thank you… 
 Silence. 
 Client pours coffee. 
Coach In the beginning we were wondering if this conversation could be useful to 

you…. 
Client Yes…that’s correct. 
Coach So, has it been useful so far? 
Client Definitely! 
Coach Would you like to talk about this topic a bit further? 
Client No, thanks, I’ve got an idea how to handle it already…and there is 

something else I’d like to talk about… 
Coach Oké, what are you thinking about? 
Client Yeah…you see, I am going to ask my manager before a meeting if he will 

give me some space to do my thing….and if I don’t want him to use 
confidential information I shouldn’t give him confidential information.  

Coach Sounds good. 
Client Yeah, so there something else I’d rather talk about now. That’s my 

relationship with my supervisor. 
Coach Yes? 
Client I’ve worked here for a year now and I have a supervisor. He is self- 

employed and apart from being my supervisor he’s also a project manager 
for our company. But I don’t want his supervision anymore…it’s not what I 
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need anymore. 
Coach You don’t want his supervision anymore… 
Client No, because he keeps asking me how I feel about everything….I just don’t 

need that sort of supervision! When I just started working here I wanted to 
talk about how to handle work situations. But instead I had to dwell on my 
feelings. He said he wanted to talk about how my work affected me…about 
me personally, not about how I approach works situations which were 
difficult to me…and you know, he’s my supervisor…so that’s what we 
did…I’ve analysed my feelings till I was bored to death….to make things 
worse, he now wants to talk to me about developments in our 
organisation…plans and changes that are about to happen…how people like 
or dislike each other…and I wonder: why do you want to know? You are a 
project leader and you’re asking me confidential information about my 
colleagues…I wonder why he is asking me all these things… 

Coach Ah… I see…so you’re thinking… 
Client Yeah…I want to stop this supervision. 
Coach Oké… and how is that a problem to you? 
Client My manager has already said that if I want to stop my supervision that’s 

fine with him. So I don’t need to continue….but I’m afraid of how my 
supervisor will respond… 

Coach So you want to stop your supervision, and your manager will be ok with 
that..but you’re wondering how to go about it so that your supervisor 
doesn’t get upset with you? 

Client Yes, exactly! Because I’d really like him to keep on being a project 
leader…because he is very good at that…so I don’t want to stop working 
with him all together… 

Coach So, you want to stop this supervision and continue the collaboration with 
him as a project leader…and you’re wondering how to tell him so that you 
will achieve that goal? 

Client Yes! Exactly! 
Coach en client think 
Client looks hopeful at coach. 

Coach Oké… Shall we try…? What ideas do you have? 
Client Well, I can say I don’t want his supervision anymore because I don’t think 

it is working out for me anymore….But that it would be a shame if he would 
stop being a project leader…  
Client looks worried and questioning. 

Coach Yeah…that sends a clear message you want to stop the supervision…May I 
try something? 

Client Yeas, please! 
Coach ‘Dear supervisor, I have learned a lot this past year and I have noticed I am 

now at a point where I want to continue my development on my 
own…because I find it important to become more and more self reliant. 
That’s why I’d like to enter a new phase in our working relationship. I want 
to stop the supervision as it is now, and I would like to proceed working 
with you in our projects. What are your thoughts about this?’  

Client That’s great! (Picks up a pen and starts writing.) 
Coach Does this come close to what you want to say? The idea is to show him 

you’re trying to achieve a positive goal, without saying anything negative 
about the past…This sort of formulation uses the principle of a “positive 
no”. Would you like me to explain? 

Client Yes, I’d like that. 
Coach When you notice that you want to say “no” to a request you can use the 

principle of a “positive no”. In order to explain why you want to say “no”  to 
the request, you first ask yourself what your underlying “yes” is. What are 
your important principles and values which are the reason for your “no”? 
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Client Ah yeah…I want to continue my development on my own because I find it 
important to become more self reliant. That’s why I say “no” to the 
supervision as it is now. That’s perfect! 

Coach Perfect…and your alternative “yes” is your gesture to show you’re willing to 
maintain a good relationship and you want to find a way that works for 
both of you. 

Client Yes…that’s the bit in which I say that I would like to keep on working with 
him in our projects.  And where I ask him how he feels about that…But I’m 
thinking…I have another alternative “yes”…I would like it if I could ask him 
specific questions when I encounter a problem… 

Coach Ah..So your alternative “yes” is that you’d like to agree with him you may 
ask him for advice regarding specific questions and problems that may 
arise. 

 Client writes down alternative yes. 
 Coach is silent. 
Client Super! This is great! Ha, now we’ve found more than one topic to talk 

about! 
Coach Yeah…ha-ha..Has it been useful to you? 
Client Yes! Absolutely! 
Coach Shall we leave it at that? 
Client Yes, that’s ok with me. 

Coach and client walk towards the door. 
Client By the way…I really like that progressed focussed approach! I’ve just read a 

book about it.  
Coach Ah, that’s nice to hear. 
Client Eh… May I call you if I want another session? 
Coach Sure, that’s fine! 
 
Which interventions do you recognise in this dialogue? When you take the flow diagram, do 
you see what is happening? Where does the coach step into the role of trainer and why? 
 
This chapter focussed on situations in which a coach wants to help a client achieving his own 
goals. The next chapter is about progressed focussed leadership: autonomy within structures.  
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